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Open Positions





Be Aware of Hiring Scams


MDU Resources Group warns job applicants to be cautious of individuals or organizations offering false employment opportunities with our company or subsidiaries. MDU Resources does not require job applicants to make payments or provide credit card or personal banking information. If a recruiter requests this type of information, you should assume the job offer is fraudulent.





Current Open Positions


Positions close at 11:59 p.m. Central Time on the date listed.
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Click on Energize My Career to search all open jobs at Cascade Natural Gas, Great Plains Natural Gas, Intermountain Gas, MDU Resources, Montana-Dakota Utilities, and WBI Energy. Click on the individual business names below to search only within a specific company.
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Click on Energize My Career to search all open jobs at Cascade Natural Gas, Great Plains Natural Gas, Intermountain Gas, MDU Resources, Montana-Dakota Utilities, and WBI Energy. Click on the individual business names below to search only within a specific company.
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View all Internships and Temporary Positions by clicking the logo above.
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Click on Everus Construction Group to search for open positions at Everus Construction Group.







Need Assistance?




							Play Video










If you are an individual with a qualified disability as defined by federal, state, and local law and require a reasonable accommodation to complete any part of this application process for any position, please request assistance here [email protected] and a human resources representative will contact you. You also may call 701-530-1751 or request assistance by contacting your state employment agency.





Like us on Facebook to see Future Job Openings







Facebook
					






Tobacco Policy: The corporate offices of MDU Resources Group do not have designated smoking areas and are tobacco-free facilities. In addition, certain states in which we operate have statues addressing tobacco usage, including smoking, and MDU Resources Group and its subsidiaries comply with all such laws. Specifically, North Dakota law “prohibits smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, in public places and most places of employment in the state, including certain outdoor areas” and, where smoking is permitted, smoking is prohibited within 20 feet of entrances.







QUICK LINKS


	
Investor Relations

	
Careers

	
Contact MDU Resources

	
Looking for Montana-Dakota Utilities? Click Here.






HEADQUARTERS


	
701-530-1000

	
866-760-4852

	
Email






INVESTOR RELATIONS


	
866-866-8919

	
Email






LEGAL LINKS


	
Legal Statement  

	
Disclosure Notice

	
Social Media Disclosure

	
Privacy Policy

	
Terms of Use









Facebook-f
					



Twitter
					



Instagram
					



Linkedin
					






© MDU Resources Group, Inc. All rights reserved.








 We may use cookies and other similar technologies (together "cookies") to offer you a better web browsing experience and analyze usage. These cookies may capture identifiers such as internet protocol addresses and internet or other electronic network activity information. By continuing to use this application, you consent to the use of cookies in accordance with our Privacy Policy. ACCEPT ALL
Manage consent



Close
Privacy Overview
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.






Necessary							

Necessary

Always Enabled

Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.







Functional							

Functional


Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.





Performance							

Performance


Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.





Analytics							

Analytics


Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.





Advertisement							

Advertisement


Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.





Others							

Others


Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.








SAVE & ACCEPT










               